Answers to **A friend in need – exercises**

**Preparation**

1. f  
2. a  
3. d  
4. b  
5. c  
6. e

1. Check your understanding: true or false

1. True  
2. False  
3. True  
4. False  
5. False  
6. False  
7. True  
8. True

2. Check your understanding: gap fill

1. the matter  
2. she do that  
3. to send it to  
4. embarrassing  
5. you feel  
6. worry  
7. be honest  
8. won’t  
9. delete the photo  
10. I should  
11. I were you  
12. how you feel  
13. careful

3. Check your understanding: gap fill

1. look  
2. on  
3. not  
4. won’t  
5. anyone / be  
6. how  
7. were  
8. for